
M A T H  R E I M A G I N E D

 

DISCOVERING
MATHEMATICS

We invite all 3rd to 5th grade girls and non-binary individuals to
participate in a free math class covering math not taught at school. We

will help prepare students for math competitions like the AMC 8 and
MATHCOUNTS, or simply open your eyes to a different side of math. If

you like math or rather stay away from it, we hope to make it much more
interesting to you!

CLASS FOR GIRLS BY GIRLS - NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY!



Math Reimagined is a nonprofit dedicated to making
math education more accessible to girls.

Mission Statement

Math Reimagined emphasizes interactive learning to
promote the involvement of girls in math. We encourage
girls and non-binary individuals to pursue their passion

for mathematics through virtual tutoring, weekly classes,
and the creation of an accepting and boundless space.
Our goal is to reach elementary and middle school girls
all over Missouri and introduce them to areas of math

that are not typically taught in schools. 

For information on the founders, go to their website:
www.mathreim.org

Who are we?



 

 

 

Please visit our website at www.mathreim.org to learn more about our services

and mission. You may also email your questions to our founders: 

 

Shubha Gautam: shubha.gautam@mathreim.org

Contact email: contact@mathreim.org

 

 

We plan to divide our FIRST class in the following way:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LET'S MAKE MATH
FUN!

At Math Reimagined, our goal is to provide all
girls with free, accessible, and interactive

math education. 



SYLLABUS

Solving systems of equations (equations/graphing)

Distance, rate, time problems

Graphs and the coordinate plane

Mixture problems, class size problems

Arithmetic/Geometric sequences, recursive sequences

Combinations, permutations, Venn diagrams=PIE

Circles, triangles, quadrilaterals, areas & perimeters, angles

Remainders (mods), divisibility, primes, lcm/gcd

Review concepts learned to prepare for AMC 8 in mid-November

Take a mock AMC 8 test and review the problems/ask any questions

Discuss AMC 8 problems and solutions

Example Syllabus from 2020
 

9/6: Basics of algebra

9/13: Speed/distance

9/20 Graphing

9/27 Percents/fractions/ratios

 
10/4 Sequences

 
10/11 Basics of Counting and Probability

 
10/18 Basics of Geometry 

 
10/25 Basics of Number Theory

 
11/1 Overall review

 
11/8 Mock AMC 8 and Q&A

 
11/15 Go over AMC 8 problems


